Q1. Do you feel this program has been of benefit to students?
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Q2. Have you seen an improvement
in the student's homework
as a result of this program?
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Yes student were more able to access the curriculum
as their language confidence grew.
Yes, the children interact with one another and share their knowledge.

Essential with classes as large as we have in this school
we have many of these shy EAL refugee kids fall under our radar daily.
They can discuss the problems they are having at school.
The purpose does need to make clear to tutors though.
Yes. Helping sharing knowledge with students seeing the children interact with one another is
really good.












Yes I did particularly in regards to students being supportive with their use of technology.
All my boys who attend have improved in spelling words and done their reading regularly.
A number of improvements have noticed in students works as they get the work done and had
guided practise .it may have been on a teachers to do list but the homework club accelerated
the students ahead of the teacher remediating the student concerned .
Sometimes not a high standard demanded at times, allowing copying and pasting of information when the task is write in own words.
Improvement in the student's homework as a result of this program, they are now able to work
and read by their own and try to understand and answer the questions.

Not sure they at least felt supported, and able to contribute as other class members had done.
The importance of personalised study is perhaps more important.

New replies are
based on experience when not in foundation oh that we could have the funds for the second
night of this ( to include foundation kids) they do a great job .


